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The biggest problem in

Russia is corruption.

And it continues to exploit

our resources more and

more every day. Any civi�

lized society should aim

not just at using its natural

resources, but also at

applying its intellectual

potential to produce

something valuable and

something that improves

our lives.

An economy based on

natural resources alone

resembles that of prostitu�

tion. It is clear that any

one of us can become a

prostitute, but any one of

us can also train our mind

and earn a better living.

Unfortunately, our state

resembles those unfortu�

nate girls who have chosen

the ‘easy way.’ Instead of

earning money with our

heads, we are earning it

through ‘other parts of the

anatomy’ – our resources.

It’s a shame, because

along with our resources

our nation’s potential

dwindles every day.

Further down the road

the state power system

will devour even more

resources – it is simply

incapable of anything

else. But as a result, the

number of movements

like ‘The Khimki forest’

will grow. It is a movement

of regular citizens who

have realized that the

existing system is one that

is simply after their

resources. To us, a forest
means nature, but to the
state it is just another
resource. If the number of

such movements increas�

es, there will soon be

more opposition activists

in this country.

Public movements will

hardly merge with or be a

substitute for political

opposition. Those who

protect the Khimki forest

do not view their move�

ment as belonging either

to the liberal or to the sys�

temic opposition. We are

people with different

views. Some of us are not

liberals, and there are

even monarchists among

us. We exist as an

absolutely separate phe�

nomenon. However, at a

certain point in time,

public and political move�

ments inevitably join

ranks. Public movements

in Europe have already

joined the political strug�

gle in a very civilized way.

It is hard to say what will

happen in our country,

but it is likely that society

will soon begin to seethe

one way or another. The

recent events in

Manezhnaya Square are

just one example of such

seething. But these riots in

Moscow should not in any

way be compared with the

protests in Europe. In

Brussels we marched in a

column and demanded

environmental fairness.

There were over 10 thou�

sand people, mainly from

the middle class and intel�

ligentsia, and so largely

from a different age group

entirely. Most important�

ly, our march was free of

any nationalist slogans. ��
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The opposition, even if

it thinks of itself oth�

erwise, became a systemic

opposition a long time

ago and at present forms

as much of an intrinsic

part of the political land�

scape as parliamentary

opposition parties. This

year, the traditional oppo�

sition made one more

attempt to group together.

It is perhaps too early to

speak about the success or

failure of this attempt, but

it seems to me that their

moment has passed.

While they were negotiat�

ing, new, and much more

interesting, leaders

emerged who have actual�

ly become popular among

the general public, such as

Chirikova and Navalny.

At the moment they

haven’t voiced any politi�

cal ambitions, but it

seems to me that it is only

a matter of time before

they are forced to become

political leaders. Indeed,

they seem to be more

attractive in this capacity

than the annoying

Nemtsov, Milov, or even

Yashin, who a year ago

were once promising fig�

ures in politics.

We are essentially deal�

ing with the same people

as ten years ago. It is bor�

ing, and people have

stopped paying attention.

However, it is true that the

existence of an opposition

holds the authorities to

account. Such scandals as

the one surrounding

‘Transneft’ should occur

every now and then,

because, if we stop poking
at the state machine with a
needle, it will, undoubted�
ly, begin to decay.

New leaders of public

movements have emerged

who have learned to talk

to modern society in a

clear language that it

understands and can

relate to. It is not that the

ideas are important –

nobody knows where this

Khimki forest is located –

it is people that are

important. If certain

comments were made by

someone other than

Navalny they would never

resonate the same way in

society.

But personal charisma

by itself does not elicit

trust. Victor Stepanovich

Chernomyrdin was a very

charismatic person, but I

think he would fail as a

public politician. It was

fun to listen to

Chernomyrdin, but one

had no desire to follow

him. It seems to me that

the most important trait

of the new leaders is that

it is them alone who

seem to have found the

right words. Society,

which has listened to

many people during the

past years, has selected

only two leaders it truly

likes. But this is how we

learned to win

‘Eurovision’ – by mak�

ing many mistakes.

Maybe their example will

be learned from and

copied. Let’s wait and

see if it works out. ��
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